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Introduction
This paper attempts to outline a basic European Union (EU)
astrostrategy for the decades and century ahead. The European Space
Strategy (ESS) is used as a starting point to outline objectives where the
EU may be hesitant to commit to in writing or has not considered. Taking
a step back from immediate policy concerns and looking into the long
term, it is hoped that this paper will help stimulate thought about the
future of ‘Spaceship Europe’ and their place aboard, as space continues to
become increasingly vital to humans in military-economic terms, and
possibly as humanity stands poised to develop a cislunar economy. 1
Astrostrategy means the identifying and linking of all means with political
ends in matters relating to outer space. This means that an ultimate
political objective (the purpose of a grand strategy) can be met at least in
part through space-related capabilities, whether they are pacifist in nature
(such as exploration and economic development) or more military
orientated (such as developing weapons to maintain and dispute the
control of celestial lines of communication).2 However, an astrostrategy
concerned with the military utility and contest of space control may be
more aptly termed a ‘military astrostrategy’. ‘Astrostrategy’ is used in a
different manner here to how it has been used by Everett Dolman in
Astropolitik.3 This astrostrategy’s objective is subordinate to the EU’s
overall grand strategy which gives itself the purpose for its existence as a
political entity,4 and as an entity made up of member states which may
have conflicting and congruent political and bureaucratic interests. This
astrostrategy crosses the boundaries of the civilian and the military, of
peace and war, of competition and cooperation. The question asked here
is: how does exploiting space help achieve the EU’s broad overall
objectives? This can only begin to be answered once an understanding of
the wider astropolitical context is illustrated; an understanding that space
is not a sanctuary from conflict and will be characterised by dual-use
technology.
Sanctuary’s end?
In 2006, the Director of the US National Reconnaissance Office (NRO)
claimed that a Chinese laser had illuminated a US satellite. This was
followed by a Chinese anti-satellite kinetic-kill weapons test in 2007. 1
2008 saw a similar satellite shoot-down by the USA.

followed by a Chinese anti-satellite kinetic-kill
weapons test in 2007.5 1 2008 saw a similar
satellite shoot-down by the USA. In 2011 two US
government satellites’ control systems were
infiltrated via cyber methods.6 2 These recent
events do not innately support the contention
that an arms race in space is occurring; such
sporadic testing pales into comparison against
the number of anti-satellite (ASAT) weapons tests
during the Cold War.73 Rather, it shows that the
norm of ‘space sanctuary’, that space should be a
realm free of war, weapons, or the threat of their
use84 may not hold, if it has ever done so. Space
systems provide important services for the
functioning of modern civilisation and have
become lucrative strategic targets. Attacking
space systems may not only have direct negative
military consequences, but also economic,
humanitarian, and environmental consequences.
Should a conflict occur between sufficiently
developed or equipped belligerents, it is
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reasonable – some might say inevitable95 – to
expect some form of hostile action, or space
warfare, against space systems to occur. The wide
gambit of space warfare can range from the
physical destruction of satellites with terrestrial
or space-based missiles with kinetic or nuclear
warheads, spacecraft designed to hide, loiter, and
detonate, or the forced deorbiting of spacecraft
through their hijacking via cyber infiltration.
Space warfare also includes lasers which may
blind satellites or alter their orbital paths into a
collision course or atmospheric re-entry. Space
warfare may occur outside of ‘space’ itself with
attacks on groundstations, launch facilities, and
the terrestrial deployment of jamming or
‘spoofing’ equipment to create service gaps. The
1967 Outer Space Treaty (OST) only bans
chemical, biological, radiological, and nuclear
weapons in orbital space, and all weapons on
celestial bodies.106 This means that there are no
legal prohibitions on placing ramming, kinetic, or
energy weapons in orbits. Whether doing so is a
breach of the spirit of the OST is an open
question. Even were a treaty such as the RussianChinese proposal to ban the prevention and
placement of weapons in outer space (PPWT) be
agreed upon, it still would not prevent other
forms of space warfare.
Most of these capabilities, to wildly varying
degrees, are already in the possession of many
states. China and the United States have already
demonstrated their respective capabilities to
shoot down satellites in LEO. A recent report
alleges a Chinese capability to reach medium
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Earth orbit ASAT missiles.117 Russia continues to
benefit from a large Soviet ASAT and space
industry heritage. India is developing anti-ballistic
missile (ABM) systems which could easily be
repurposed to ASAT purposes.128 Basic groundbased space-targeting laser systems are
proliferated and “this equipment could be used –
without permission – to illuminate satellites that
are not part of the network.”139 The proliferation
of such technology demonstrates crudely that
many states possess both real and residual means
of waging space warfare. Potential conflicts
between any sufficiently developed states could
involve some measure of space warfare, not only
between the US and China. Caught in a potential
crossfire, the EU should consider the proliferation
of space warfare capabilities in an astrostrategy.
Spaceship Europe

European states and the EU have not been
immune from these trends in developing greater
military space capabilities through dual-use
systems. Regardless of original intent systems
such as Galileo or GMES (Global Monitoring for
the Environment and Security) will provide latent
military capabilities and support. The 1990s saw
the increasing militarisation of the European
Space Agency (ESA) as a result of institutional
survival and greater EU interest and integration in
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defence and ‘security’ policy areas.14 10 More
recently, the EU’s military-space-industrial nexus
has become apparent as the European Defence
Agency (EDA) “can provide military requirements
to space projects that are in development.”1511
Europe’s growing space surveillance network
(SSN), which is needed by any space power
wishing to have any degree of self-reliance in
space capabilities, complements the EU’s space
launch capabilities in providing the EU with
significant residual military space capabilities.
Further examples of residual capabilities are
proposed orbital debris removal systems; which
could be turned to ASAT purposes. ESA’s Clean
Space programme refers to debris removal as a
“strategic goal,”1612 it aims to build upon existing
debris removal programmes, such as ESA’s
Robotic Geostationary Orbit Restorer and the
German Deutchse Orbital Servicing mission. The
British harpoon concept may also provide a
residual anti-satellite capability.
Against this backdrop, all the member
governments of the EU, and the EU itself, must
consider their strategic options. Some elements
of an astrostrategy are already in existence, most
notably in the form of the ESS.17 13 The ESS
appears to be the latest refinement of the 2007
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European Space Policy (ESP),1814 and had a followup report in 2008.1915 Among these documents,
common themes appear: (a) Space is seen as a
strategic asset and a part of critical infrastructure;
(b) independent EU launch capability is the
foundation for all EU space power; (c) Galileo,
GMES, MUSIS (Multinational Space-Based
Imagining
System
for
Surveillance,
Reconnaissance and Observation), and expanding
SSN systems are cornerstone programmes; (d)
the European space industry’s vitality is an
objective and demand will be stimulated; and (e)
the EU’s space systems are constructed from the
start with both civilian and military users in mind
– duality or dual use technology and end-users.
Towards an astrostrategy
Whilst the attempts at crafting a single
coherent vision for the EU and its members in
space are to be welcomed and commended, the
ESS does fall short in terms of providing an
overarching yet specific astrostrategy. Much is
left open to debate as to how exactly the EU may
want to stand among or near the top tier of space
powers into the 21st century, and what its
political motivations may be for doing so. The ESP
states that “the strategic mission of a European
space policy will be based on the peaceful
exploitation of Outer Space by all states and will
seek… to meet Europe's security and defence
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needs as regards space.”20 16 This neatly
encapsulates the duality dilemma facing all users
of space and astrostrategy-making. Space is
immensely valuable during peace and war; for
Earth observation and target acquisition; for
remote internet access to drone control; for civil
navigation and ‘force enhancement’. Duality
means that any competent and independent
space power has the capability to turn its
technological-industrial might towards militaristic
ends if the political will is there to direct it.
Duality underlines the point that proclamations
of peaceful intent in space are never guarantees
by themselves; should the political environment
turn confrontational latent space warfare and
other capabilities could be expected to be
developed and threatened to be used. This is not
a unique problem to space: astropolitics will be
tied into the larger potential for security
dilemmas and paradoxes between the major
space powers down on Earth.2117 In the very
short term duality may not seem like a pressing
issue, as developing latent military technologies
and competencies do not happen overnight. Yet
in the long term, this is a perennial strategic risk
that has to be calculated, especially in light of the
steady proliferation of space warfare capabilities.
Duality can be seen as a recurring theme for an
EU astrostrategy where we accept the premise
that the EU wishes develop in a multipolar world
and uphold the global political economy as we
know it. If the EU wishes to do so on beneficial
terms it will need to ensure its ability to set the
agenda and participate in dialogue with the other
major space powers as part of such a grand
strategy. An astrostrategy to help achieve this will
need to focus on its objective of keeping the EU
20
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firmly within the camp of ‘space haves’, as
opposed to the ‘space have-nots’. A space cartel
may emerge by the mid-21st century if one does
not believe it exists already, and this may have
significant implications for the economic and
resource base of civilisation should humans begin
to exploit mineral resources on the Moon and the
asteroid belt. A space cartel is taken to mean a
small group of powerful states, allied blocs, and
corporations in determining the rules of
exploiting space for each other and all other
political-economic entities on Earth. For example,
in 1976 the Bogota Declaration by equatorial
states to claim sovereignty over geosynchronous
Earth orbit (GEO) was ignored by the dominant
space powers of the time and remains ignored to
this day.
Space arms control negotiation is in deadlock in
part due to duality. Defining a space weapon is
difficult because there is no agreed dedicated
space weapons system deployed. A technocentric approach to space arms control may
forbid the use of routine space technologies.
There is no intention here to resolutely define a
space weapon;22 18 rather, it is to raise the
strategic possibility - that permeates from duality
- that all major independent space powers will
have varying degrees of capacity to engage in
many forms of space warfare should the will to
do so be present. This is not to encourage
defeatism in space arms control; some limited
bans and rules of engagement could be
established.2319 Any EU astrostrategy has to be
aware of the EU’s residual military space
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capabilities going into any space arms
negotiations.
An EU astrostrategy needs to consider how it
can reform the laws, norms, and regulation
affecting the conduct of civilian and military
activities in and with space. The EU-pioneered
International Code of Conduct (CoC) for space is a
good place to start in formulating ‘soft law’ or
norms for everyday management of space and
encouraging best practice. Regardless of opinions
on the EU’s (and its member states’) positions on,
and the efficacy of, space disarmament and
regulation negotiations, they are not the entirety
of questions surrounding the management of
extant and potential space resources. An
astrostrategy needs to consider a larger looming
legal reform issue. The outer space regime at
worst stifles any claim of appropriation of
territory or mineral resources on celestial bodies
such as the Moon and asteroids,2420 and at best
leaves uncertainty over the legalities of doing so.
Whether space law has actively arrested
development in space beyond LEO will remain an
open question here. However, as private
companies are interested in exploiting the
mineral wealth of the solar system, and engaging
in corporate-scientific ventures on the Moon, the
‘common heritage’ principle in sharing the wealth
of outer space resources will be challenged.
Space powers may attempt to ensure that they
do not miss out on any potential bounty of space
as new norms and perhaps laws governing the
exploitation of space are drawn. Should the major
space powers agree to a beneficial settlement,
barring any breakdown in agreements and a freefor-all scramble to seize the resources of celestial
bodies, there is no guarantee that such an
agreement may not benefit all states on Earth as
worded in the OST. A space cartel, with each
state or relevant corporation gaining access to
24
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space resources and being able to dictate and
shape practice in outer space, may emerge
separating the space ‘haves’ and ‘have-nots.’ An
EU astrostrategy needs to ensure the EU manages
its position in any such negotiation and ensure it
does not lose its ability to shape the future
political economy of space exploitation.
Conclusion
The EU’s overall astrostrategic objective is to
ensure that the EU continues to be a driving force,
or at least a crucial acquiescing space power, in
forming the ways in which humanity will manage
its exploitation of space. The EU should achieve
this through ensuring its own autonomous access
to space, noting that any extensive cooperation
with external parties must not be detrimental. As
part of its repertoire of autonomous capabilities,
the EU should continue to utilise the duality of
space systems as a hedge against a more
militaristic turn in astropolitics. Latent military
capabilities will serve as leverage in any
negotiations on exploiting the solar system’s
resources, as the threat of escalation from
imposing unfavourable terms could potentially be
an option. This means that the EU should not
commit to arms control initiatives which legally
limit its capability of engaging in probable forms
of space warfare.
This astrostrategy does not call for a
hawkish drive to militarise EU space policies and
programmes. Instead it clarifies how duality plays
into long term astrostrategic thinking; how we
bridge the gap between the ‘peaceful’
exploitation of space and harnessing space’s
military utility. This initial astrostrategy provides
greater clarity of long-term vision but also allows
for flexibility as conditions change over time;
should consensus emerge without confrontation
there would be little need to further militarise EU

space industry and capabilities. If astropolitics
dictate that the military instrument is
inappropriate or ineffective for achieving the EU’s
interests within a ‘space cartel’, it does not
invalidate this astrostrategy’s overall objective. At
different times different levels of cooperation
with different space powers may more benefit
the EU’s astrostrategy. As the small individual
members of the EU will not be able to compare as
separate space powers should the other space
powers realise their full potential; all member
states of the EU must consider how they and the
EU fit into in the global debate on how humans
exploit the final frontier.2521
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